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Medford Neighborhood Overviews 

WELLINGTON 

 

Wellington is Medford’s smallest neighborhood and its most remote, being located at the terminus of 
Riverside Avenue in the southeast corner of the town.  It is bounded on three sides by waterways: 
south by the Mystic River, east by the Malden River and north by a stream identified on one map as 
Showell’s Creek, with more than half of its area originating as flood plain.  (Much of this was 
obliterated with fill in the mid-20th century.)  Marshland separated Wellington from East Medford, an 
area occupied by a large brickworks in the late 19th-century and since been redeveloped into 
industrial, commercial and high-density apartment zones.  The topography is generally flat with 
higher ground in the east where a grid of streets was laid out in the mid-1800s by the Wellington 
family in anticipation of residential development that was slow in coming. 

Wellington has become a transportation nexus.  An MTA line running along its east side has a station 
(Wellington Circle) in the southern part of the neighborhood.  The now-defunct Medford Branch 
Railway, once heading west from the Boston & Maine Railroad to Medford Square, ran across the 
north side of the neighborhood.  It serviced the brick yard, and a short spur still links to this site, 
which now contains a Budweiser distribution center.  The Mystic Valley Parkway (Rt.16) traverses 
the southern edge of Wellington before turning into the Revere Beach Parkway at the junction of Rt. 
28 (The Fellsway), which bisects the neighborhood north-to-south.  The riverfront between the 
Mystic Valley Parkway and the Mystic River is preserved as parkland.  A new mixed-use 
development is located in the southeast quadrant of the intersection adjacent to a huge park-and-ride 
T stop.  Commercial development characterizes the northwest quadrant (Fellsway Plaza).  The aptly-
named Meadow Glen Mall is farther west along Mystic Valley Parkway.  An office park has been 
built on reclaimed land on the east side of Wellington between the railroad and the Malden River. 

Riverside Avenue is the principal local artery linking Wellington to Medford Square.  This route, 
formerly known as Ship Street or the Malden Road, is an old one.  Middlesex Avenue is another main 
thoroughfare cutting north through Wellington from Somerville to Malden.  Bypassed by the 
Fellsway, it is still a busy link between commercial areas in the adjoining towns.  Otherwise, 
residential streets predominate, most of them in the grid emanating from Middlesex Avenue. 

 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

The area that became known as Wellington comprises the eastern portion of Peter Tuft’s Farm 
together with an adjacent plantation granted to Rev. John Wilson of Boston in 1634.  In the 1700s 
Wilson’s title was conveyed to the Bradbury family of Newburyport.  By 1780 it was owned by 
Captain Wymond Bradbury, who is remembered for his highly cultivated farm.  The property lay 
outside of the Medford limits, which terminated at the eastern end of the Tufts farm, formerly the 
easternmost part of Governor Matthew Craddock’s plantation.  The western half of the Bradbury farm 
was ceded from Malden in 1815 and the eastern half was annexed from Everett in 1875.  The former 
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action occurred around the time brothers James and Isaac Wellington purchased the farm; the latter 
after they had platted the high ground around the Bradbury homestead for urban development once 
the Boston & Maine Railroad (and the Medford Branch) was routed through the farm in 1845. 

 

 
Fig.1: Map of Medford, 1855, with Wellington neighborhood outlined in red. Wellington Farms street plan seen 
at right with town line bisecting area. Footprints of Bradbury and Wellington houses are inside town line; 
railroad depot is outside.  Locust, Linden and Hall streets and associated lots are depicted just inside western 
neighborhood boundary on left.  The southern half of the neighborhood is characterized as wetland with long 
meadow lots.  Meadow and wood land belonging to Charles Hall in the center of the map contained extensive 
clay deposits later excavated for brick manufacture.  
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Wellington Neighborhood in 1855 

The 1855 map of Mendon shows Wellington to be largely unpopulated (Fig.1).  Wetlands on the 
south side of the area were subdivided into more than a score of smaller lots, evidently as sources of 
hay for townspeople.  Farmer Charles Hall is identified with a large lot, divided by Riverside Avenue, 
in the northwest part of the neighborhood.  The western part had been obtained from the Tufts farm, 
the old brick house located a short distance away in East Medford.  It was probably Hall who 
surveyed a series of house lots on three streets—Locust, Linden and Hall—on a small plateau on 
south of Riverside Avenue in this section of his farm.  The Bay State Brick Manufacturing Company 
was destined to transform the farm into a facility producing millions of bricks a year, and perhaps this 
small tract along with others appearing at the farm’s periphery in East Medford anticipated this 
occurrence.  While plats were pictured only one was depicted with a dwelling, which may be the 
cross-wing house still occupying the northwest corner of Riverside Avenue and Hall Street.  The 
1855 map pictures a lone dwelling on the north side of Riverside to indicate Charles Hall’s 
farmhouse, which is no longer extant.  The northeastern section of the neighborhood, backing up to 
the corridors of the Boston & Main Railroad and the Medford Branch Railway, had already been 
hatched with parallel streets numbered First through Ninth and transected by Middlesex and Bradbury 
avenues.  These streets were platted over the elevated portion of the Wellington Farm, giving the 
development as well as the general area its name.  The 1855 map indicates two Wellington houses 
and a train depot as the only buildings.  One of them was the old Bradbury house, which survived 
until 1968 on the southwest corner of Middlesex and Riverside avenues.  The other is the Italianate 
house at 12 Bradbury Avenue built by Isaac Wellington (Fig.2). 

 

 
Fig.2: Isaac & Mary Wellington House, 12 Bradbury Ave., ca. 1850. 
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Wellington Neighborhood in 1875 

Significant development is registered in the map of Medford published twenty years later, however 
little of it was residential.  The most notable change was the acquisition of Charles Hall’s farm by the 
Bay State Brick Manufacturing Company and the rapid expansion of the facility, which included 
ever-widening clay pits north and south of Riverside Avenue and a series of kilns on the west side of 
the property serviced by a spur connecting to the Medford Branch Railway.  This works would 
become the largest and longest-operating of Medford’s many brick producers.  According to the 
Seaburgs, “Many of the labor force employed in this yard were migrant workers from French Canada. 
They lived in crowded boarding houses or in houses ‘packed in closely on both sides’ on Linden 
Street, Locust Street, and Hall Avenue off Riverside Avenue. Many brought their families. The locals 
referred to them as living in the brickyards… The houses were quite small, often only one room on 
the ground floor.”  

The 1875 map shows a number of dwellings on the three short streets south of Riverside Avenue, 
including boarding houses (Fig.3).  It also depicts a factory between Locust and Linden streets 
annotated with Medford Carpet Company and Mystic Print Works, apparently owned by J. Cochrane, 
Jr., who does not appear as a resident of the city during that time.  None of this remains.  Existing 
dwellings and tenements on Riverview and Linden seem to date later than the map, except the 
previously-mentioned one on the southwest corner of Riverside and Hall that is depicted in 1855.  
Brick company features are depicted: long kiln buildings, shop, office and other unidentified 
buildings.  An unmarked building on the north side of Riverview east of the railroad crossing may be 
the remnant of Charles Hall’s farmhouse. 

 
Fig.3: Detail of 1875 map of East Medford showing NE corner of Wellington neighborhood 
with Bay State Brick Manufacturing Company and associated streets in lower right corner. 
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Fig.4: Detail of 1875 map of Medford showing the Wellington 
neighborhood, notably the marshland lots along the river, the 
brick yards and a part of the grid plan for Wellington Farms.  

 

The street plan mapped on the high ground at the east side of Wellington overlapped into Revere even 
though that section was annexed to Medford in 1875.  (The map must have been prepared just before 
the town boundary was shifted.)  The 1875 Revere map shows the numbered streets terminating at 
Craddock Street with the railroad along its eastern side; the “Wellington Pass. Sta.” is sited in the 
center of Craddock Street at the Fifth Street intersection.  Only a few buildings are identified amid the 
Medford side of the plan (Fig.4).  One is Isaac Wellington’s house, already pictured (Fig.2).  The 
other is the house James Wellington built sometime after 1855 and in which his widow Lucy was 
living in 1875 (Fig.5).  The large two-story cross-wing house, once embellished with Italianate 
decoration, is located on the west side of Middlesex Avenue opposite the Sixth Street.  The map 
indicates that it was probably milkman George H. Ball living in the old Bradbury-Wellington 
farmhouse on the corner of Riverside and Middlesex avenues.  Insurance man John A. Rolfe was 
living in a house on Fifth Street (now Riverside) according to the map.  It is assumed that the two-
story mansard house near that location was Rolfe’s and that a similar house on the northeast corner of 
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Middlesex and Fifth was built for provisioner Bailey Mills (Fig.6).  Lesser houses appeared at the 
periphery of the neighborhood center that was organizing around the Wellington homes.  A back-to-
back duplex dwelling on Third Street and a laborer’s house on Fourth Street were the first to be 
recorded (Figs.7&8). 

  
Fig.5: James & Lucy Wellington House, 174 Middlesex 
Ave., ca. 1865. 
 

Fig.6: Bailey Mills House, Middlesex Ave. NW cor. 
Fifth St., ca. 1870. 

  
Fig.7: Bliss Duplex House, 95-97 Third St., ca. 1860. Fig.8: J. Riley House, 156 Fourth St., ca. 1860. 
 

Wellington Neighborhood in 1889 

The 1880 census groups 25 households under the heading of Wellington Farms, conveying a name to 
the developing neighborhood.  Included in the list are James and Isaac Wellington, the sons and 
namesakes of the farm’s original owners.  Both were recorded as real estate brokers.  Evidently, they 
resided in their fathers’ homes.  The old Bradbury-Wellington farmhouse was occupied by Darius 
Crosby, an engine builder, who probably married one of the Wellington daughters.  (He and his 
household were residing with Lucy Wellington in 1870.)   About 40 buildings are depicted on the 
map of Wellington Farms contained in the 1889 atlas of Middlesex County.  They are still 
concentrated around the Wellington homes on Third through Sixth streets.  These distinctive 
Victorian Gothic-style buildings are easy to identify amid the sea of later two-family flats that now 
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characterize the streetscapes.  A small school and chapel of unknown denomination had been built on 
the northeast corner of Middlesex Avenue and Fourth Street. 

As typified by the intact single dwellings at 562 Riverside Avenue and 163 Middlesex Avenue, there 
are some stylish “modern” designs that reflect the work of an architect and/or accomplished builder 
(Figs.9&10).  In the first case, the exterior of the two-story, wood frame house is enlivened with 
overlapping stories, varied sidings and applied timberwork.  The deep eaves of the gable roof and its 
wide front gable dormer are braced with tall scrolled brackets.  A first-story bay window and a 
recessed corner porch containing the entrance (now glazed) are prominent features.  Its red paint 
finish reinforces the design similarities with William Morris’s Red House in Bexleyheath, London.  
The Middlesex Avenue house is nearly identical, although with different timberwork patterns and 
without a front bay window.  Its porch has not been enclosed and retains a frieze decorated with sawn 
work and turnings.  Both houses have many features associated with the Queen Anne style, which 
was in the beginning stages of its popularity.   

 

  
Fig.9: Single dwelling, 562 Riverside Ave., ca. 1880. 
 

Fig.10: Single dwelling, 163 Middlesex Ave., ca. 1880. 

  
Fig.11: Sixth St., south side east of Middlesex Ave. 
Single dwelling ca. 1880 on right is one lot east of 
intersection, with 20th-century housing beyond. 

Fig.12: Duplex dwelling, 568-570 Riverside Ave., ca. 
1880. 
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Other similar houses are extant on the numbered streets, most close to Middlesex Street associating 
them with the early core development (Fig.11) and providing landmarks of the early cultural 
geography of the community.  More than one were built as duplexes (Fig.12).  By contrast, houses 
appearing before 1889 east of Middlesex Avenue on Third Street are smaller and plainer indicating 
that lots on northern fringe of the settlement were attracting less affluent residents.  Two single-
family end houses on the north side of Third Street near Middlesex Avenue employed established 
forms and decoration (Fig.13).  However, some of the innovations found on the “modern” houses 
were employed, such as the overlapping exterior walling visible on the house at 33 Third Street in 
spite of the overlay of vinyl siding.  Farther east on Third Street and quite near the railroad are four 
duplex houses illustrating the diminishing status of real estate in this remote and noisy location 
(Fig.14). 

 

  
Fig.13: Single dwellings, 27 & 33 Third St., r. to l. Fig.14: Duplex dwellings, 7-9 & 11-13 Third St., r. to l. 
 

 

Wellington Neighborhood in 1900 

In the 14 years between maps, houses in Wellington Farms had nearly doubled in number, while the 
western brick yard section and southern marshland had remained essentially unchanged (Fig.15).  
Lots on Second through Fifth streets had filled in with new houses intensifying development in areas 
that were already settled.  Fourth and Fifth streets show the greatest growth, extending a block on 
either side of Middlesex Avenue.  Little new construction occurred on the avenue itself, however.  
The architecture was more eclectic, with single-family dwellings predominating .  Queen Anne- and 
Shingle-style features, such as complex facades and roofs, towers and dormers, characterize the 
buildings (Figs.16&17).  Vacant lots are more precisely delineated and identified on the map.  Blocks 
are lettered and lots numbered.  They were owned primarily by the heirs James A. Wellington, but 
whole blocks at the north end of the plan were owned variously by Woodruff & Wellington and 
Woodruff & Wetherald.  Alice E. Hewins, apparently of Foxborough, had acquired all the lots on 
First and Second streets and Craddock Avenue between Middlesex and Bradbury avenues. 
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Fig.15: Detail of Plate 33, 1900 Atlas of Middlesex County showing Wellington neighborhood. 

 

  
Fig.16: Second St., south side east of Middlesex Ave. Fig.17: Fifth St., south side east of Middlesex Ave. 
 

A major change that had occurred in the previous decade was the construction of the Fellsway, which 
came north across the Mystic River from Somerville and across the marshes straight along the axis of 
Middlesex Avenue to bend sharply west at Ninth Street and bend around Wellington Farms.  It cut 
across the oblique intersection of Riverside Avenue, Fourth Street, and Winthrop Avenue and 
proceeded north between the Wellington grid and a large clay pit.  Riverside Avenue was rerouted, 
angling southeasterly across marshland to cross the Fellsway and join Fifth Street.  A triangular plot 
was trapped between the new and old roads, which was platted with new lots; more parcels were laid 
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out on the south side of the new road.  Both were evidently reclaimed from the marsh with the road 
construction.  Shown on the 1900 map (but not in 1898) was the proposed route for the Revere Beach 
Parkway east of the Fellsway.  

 

Wellington Neighborhood in 1930 

Like East Medford, residential construction in Wellington Farms mushroomed in the early decades of 
the 20th century so that by 1936 the neighborhood was nearly fully built out.  Many of the varied 
designs for single and two-family houses found in East Medford are repeated in Wellington 
suggesting that the same builders were at work in both neighborhoods.  However, single-family 
dwellings predominate in Wellington Farms.  If any early-20th-century design type distinguishes the 
neighborhood, it is the four-square Craftsman house, which is characterized by rock-faced concrete 
block basements, wood shingle siding, multi-paned windows, and a hipped roof with deep eaves, 
closed soffits and a central dormer (Fig.18).   The front facades generally contain entrances at one 
corner balanced by bay windows at the other under wide porches.  Windows are generous in size and 
number, as well as grouped in paired and tripartite units.  Side walls, especially where elongated in 
two-family houses, are interrupted by horizontal bands and/or flaring second stories and tall pavilions 
capped by pedimented dormers (Fig.19). Colonial Revival-style details embellish porches, doorways 
and windows. 

 

 
Fig.18: Second St., south side west of Bradbury Ave. Identical single-family houses built ca. 1912. 
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Fig.19:  Two-family house at 181 Middlesex Ave., ca. 1910.  An intact example of the Four-Square Craftsman 
house type, although window sash has been replaced.  This may have been the home of carpenter and building 
contractor Harvey A. Hopkins, who would have played a role in the housing boom in the neighborhood. 
 

A subdivision plan filed with the Middlesex County Land Court in 1912 contained lots on the south 
side of Second Street and the north sides of Third and Fourth streets between Bradbury Avenue and 
The Fellsway.  A small number of dwellings already existed there, and they were simply incorporated 
into the new plan.  A long row of identical two-story single-family houses with hipped roofs and 
Craftsman-style features were constructed on Second Street, with a set of larger but similarly-
designed two-family houses on Third Street (Fig.18).  Still larger and more elaborate two-families 
fronted on Fourth Street, which angled close to Third in this section leaving insufficient space for 
back-to-back lots (Fig.20).  These houses perhaps were made more substantial because they faced St. 
James Roman Catholic Church, which was built on the south side of Fourth Street around the same 
time.  Its appearance indicates the increasing size of the neighborhood and its Irish cultural make-up.  
The small one-story church fronted The Fellsway with a four-story bell tower and there was a rectory 
south of it and a parochial school east of it.  There was a notch in the southeast corner of the 
subdivision where the two-story Osgood Elementary School had been built to serve Wellington’s 
families.  The 1936 map shows that it contained a large auditorium and a public library branch, both 
of which would have been used by the community-at-large.  Due to changing demographics and 
economies, the church and school recently were abandoned and demolished, replaced by a new 
townhouse development. 
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Fig.20: Two-family houses on north side Fourth St., east of the Fellsway, built ca. 1912. 
 

 

The four-square Craftsman type was a model for single- and two-family houses throughout the 
neighborhood, but not to the extent found in the preceding example (Figs.21&22).  Some 
streetescapes contain a mix of four-square and more typical end house types with their prominent 
front gables.  Instances where four-square and end house types are interspersed, such as on Seventh 
Street, indicate that both types were built simultaneously, often to add variety to a planned 
development (Fig.11).   

Another distinctive two-family house type to appear later in the neighborhood has a front gable 
façade with a gambrel pediment superimposed over the front gable (Fig.23).  A subdivision plan filed 
with the land court in 1931 covering both sides of Seventh Street between Middlesex and Craddock 
avenues was filled with these houses.  A development of identical houses was built in East Medford 
on a subdivision filed in 1922, associating this unusual two-family house type with the later stages of 
the city’s expansion during the period between the wars.  The two-family with gambrel overlay also is 
seen on Middlesex Avenue in the vicinity of Seventh Street, as well as newer streets, such as 
Wellington Street, which was added when the Wellington family finally gave up their personal 
property.  Of all the streets in the area, Wellington is perhaps the most mixed, having end house, four-
square and gambrel pediment types together (Fig.24). 
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Fig.21: Middlesex Ave., west side south of Sixth St. 
Four-Square Craftsman type houses, ca. 1910. 

Fig.22: Bradbury St., east side south of Riverside 
Ave. 
 

  
Fig.23: Seventh St., north side east of Middlesex Ave. Fig.24: Wellington St., south of Riverside Ave. 
 

When Wellington Farms reached full development, there was little to distinguish houses on one 
numbered street from the other or discerning any particular economic or social hierarchies.  A cursory 
review of households in the 1900 census revealed a wide range of white-collar (bookkeepers, clerks, 
salesmen, bank manager, stock broker, printers, hotel manager, small manufacturers) and blue-collar 
(machinists, plumbers, stone cutters, factory workers, carpenters, general laborers) occupations.  It 
appeared that the lower numbered streets  (First through Third) was where those with blue collar jobs 
tended to live, with white color types residing in the upper numbers.  It is difficult to discern from the 
occupations listed, if these people (white or blue collar) were employed in Medford or in neighboring 
cities and towns.  Wellington bordered on three other municipalities and had a station on the Boston 
line, which would have made it an attractive housing area for commuters.  It would have been just as 
easy to get to work in Somerville or Malden as to go to Medford Square, as there was no trolley 
connection along Riverside Avenue.  When the parkways were opened, inter-municipal transportation 
became even more of a factor of life in the neighborhood.  

It does not appear that the neighborhood was commercially self-sufficient, and residents would have 
had to travel to Medford Square, Salem Street in East Medford, or into Malden on Middlesex Avenue 
to shop.  By the 1920s a small one-story brick commercial block with seven small storefronts had 
been built on Middlesex Avenue between Third and Fourth streets (Fig.25).  Across the street, on the 
southwest corner of Middlesex Avenue and Third Street, a restaurant was ensconced in the street 
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level of an older three-story tenement, an unusual building type for the neighborhood (Fig.26).  With 
the block-square playground north of it, this approximated Wellington’s public square.  Another small 
commercial block was built on Riverside Avenue near Middlesex, indicating the importance of this 
major connector street.  Otherwise, the only commercial development occurred where The Fellsway 
intersected Riverside Avenue—a gas station, automobile repair shop and roofing company 
warehouse—and Revere Beach Parkway—a gas station and 58-car parking garage.  None of these 
appear to survive, although the properties are in similar commercial use.  Additionally, large-scale 
commercial enterprises occupied large lots east of Craddock Avenue and the railroad tracks.  The 
1936 map depicts the facilities of a chemical company, a scrap metal and scrap rubber yard, and a box 
factory.  These have since been replaced by large-scale office and apartment buildings separated, with 
the railroad, from the neighborhood by a tall sound barrier.   

The Bay State Brick Company was a successful business for many years; its bricks were known to be 
of good quality and were in great demand during this period of urban growth in the Boston region. At 
the end of the nineteenth century, the Wellington facility produced between 15 million and 20 million 
bricks annually.  Scores of dwellings and boarding houses on its periphery housed its employees.  The 
business was purchased by the New England Brick Company in 1900, which operated for another 
three decades years until forced into bankruptcy.  By 1930 the company had moved the equipment to 
its Cambridge plant and the wood frame firing sheds were torn down.  When the Friend Lumber 
Company took over the property the huge clay pits remained open, filling with rain water and debris; 
at least one was used by the city as a dump.  It would not be until after World War II that these pits 
were filled with material recovered from dredging the Malden River. 

 

  
Fig.25: Commercial block, ca. 1920, Middlesex Ave., 
east side north of Fourth St. 

Fig.26: Commercial block, ca. 1890, Middlesex 
Ave., west side south of Third St. 

 

 

Wellington After 1930 

Wellington’s fire station on Riverview Avenue is depicted on the 1930 Sanborn, but it is associated 
with Depression-era development that is of a different sort and design than the preceded period 
(Fig.27).  Constructed of brick, it has a gambrel roof and arched openings that, while consistent with 
the Neo-Federal style of government-financed architecture of the period, was modeled on the nearby 
Tufts House; the design even duplicating the house’s distinctive port-hole windows.   
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Fig.27: Fire station, ca. 1930, Riverside Ave. west of Commercial St 

 

Another group of “modern” single-family homes appears on the 1930 map on new lots within the 
triangle formed at the intersection of The Fellsway with the new and old (Fourth Street) legs of 
Riverside Avenue.  These compact two-story dwellings were given the appearance of smaller one-
story cottages with the application of gambrel and gable overlays on their ends – Dutch Colonials and 
Tudors, respectively (Fig.28).  They also incorporated brick veneers on part or all of their first stories, 
all of which contributed to a more suburban appearance for the streetscape.  Coming a decade or more 
later were a development of Post World War II Cape Cod style houses on Sidney Street north of 
Second Street (Fig.29).  The site had been the location of a planing mill in 1930. And these proto-type 
plan, mass-produced houses represent a rare example of a planned post-war housing project in 
Medford. 

 
Fig.28: St. James Rd., south side west of Fellsway 
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Fig.29: Sidney St., north of Second St. 
 

 

The Wellington neighborhood was undergone extensive change in the last 50 years.  The numbered 
streets comprising the Wellington Farms section was essentially built out by 1930 and has remained 
largely intact.  As in other places where the predominant exterior material is wood, many houses have 
been altered with the application of new synthetic sidings, and original wood windows are being 
systematically replaced with new insulated units following the popular trends of energy conservation 
and low-maintenance home improvements.  More recent construction is evident on previously 
undeveloped lots at the periphery or where older buildings have been lost, such as the railroad station, 
St. James Catholic Church, and Osgood Elementary School.  The Fellsway has routed traffic around 
this residential enclave, but Middlesex Avenue is still a busy thoroughfare.  The clay pits and most of 
the extensive marshland have been filled and redeveloped consistent with large-scale industrial, 
commercial, office and residential zoning imposed there.  Only a small portion of the Mystic River 
shorelands south of the Mystic Valley Parkway has been preserved as recreational open space.  The 
residential streets south of Riverside Avenue adjacent to the brick yards has evolved into an area of 
small commercial and industrial properties; yet some of the historic housing survives.  All of this has 
left Wellington Farms as a historic residential island on the city zoning map. 
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Fig.30: Current aerial view of Wellington neighborhood showing the “island” of historic residential 
development in the midst of later commercial and industrial development and framed by railroads and 
highways. The street plan of “Wellington Farms” was established before 1855, but filled in slowly until 
1900.  Those areas were characterized by marshland until the mid-20th century and had long served as a 
source of hay, with the northwestern portion mined for clay for brickmaking. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SURVEY: Wellington Neighborhood 

Survey “Wellington Farms” as an area 

The approximately 350 properties in this residential enclave east of The Fellsway constitute a 
cohesive historical and architectural unit that would be efficiently and effectively handled on an A 
Form.  There are recognizable components from each stage of its development and the geography of 
its growth is documented on maps.   

Survey 20th-century residential developments west of The Fellsway as areas 

The small planned housing developments on St. James Road (5 properties) and Sidney Street (18 
properties) should be surveyed independently and separately on A Forms as distinctive examples of 
their period and housing types. 

Survey scattered individual properties 

These include surviving historic residential properties in brickyard section (Locust, Linden & Hall 
streets) and other buildings appearing to have individual significance (e.g., Wellington houses, 
distinctive Queen Anne-style houses on numbered streets, Wellington Fire Station). Estimated 20-25 
B Forms.   


